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Clinton outlines
Somalia buildup,
then withdrawal
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Clinton ordered 5,300 more troops,
heavy armor and naval firepower to
Somalia on Thursday to "finish the
work we set out to do." But, facing
growing demands for immediate ·
withdrawal, he pledged to pull out all
Americans by March 31.
"We started this mission for the
right reasons and we are going to finish it in the right way," Clinton said
in a nationally televised address from
the Oval Office. "If we stay a short
while longer and do the right thing,
we have a reasonable chance of cooling the embers."
Under · intense pressure from
Congress and the watchful eye of an
anxious public, Clinton said the U.S.
force had to be expanded to protect
troops already there and to make
sure humanitarian missions continued.
The president was looking to quell
a chorus of protest in Congress, and
won an immediate pledge of bipartisan support from Senate Republican
leader Bob Dole.
"I would urge my colleagues that
this is not ·a time to pick a partisan

fight over Somalia," Dole said. "On
this particular issue I believe the
president has earned the day and
deserves our support and I believe he
will have broad support across the ·
aisles."
Sen. Robert Byrd, D-W.Va., one of
the most outspoken critics of Clinton's
policy,'praised the president's decision
to set a withdrawal deadline but said
it could be done sooner.
He also said he was disturbed by
the deployment of "such a large number of additional American forces." _
The new deployment includes 1, 700
soldiers being sent directly to Somalia
and 3,600 Marines stationed on ships
offshore as a quick response force if
needed.
There will be 104 more tanks and
other armored vehicles, and Defense
Secretary Les Aspin said air strikes
could be launched from the carrier
USS Abraham Lincoln.
All told, that would mean a combat
force of more than 10,000.
Adding sailors on the carrier and
two amphibious ships would bring the
total over 20,000.
• Cqntinued on Page 2A

Jorns set to present
PQP requirements
''V
· .l!,J astern Illinois
By KEITH LIPKE
Staff writer

on Vignone, ajunior English major, plays a drum and "wastes time"
hile enjoying the warm, sunny day Thursday afternoon on the South

rug store requests
iquor license change
Charleston's Alcohol Task Force on
ursday heard a presentation from
sco Drug Store representatives
ut plans to expand the city's Osco
d eliminate the wall separating
e main store from the liquor store.
The renovation plans are in direct
nflict with the requirements of
co's Class F liquor license.
rding to the city's liquor code, a
s F liquor license allows a drug
to sell alcohol provided the sale
conducted in a room separated
the rest of the store.
Cal Schwand, district manager for
Central and Eastern Illinois Osco
ugs Stores presented a major
modeling project that Osco Drug
res have titled their "Vision Store
cept."

Schwand said Osco's Class F
license would have to be adjusted to
accommodate the project that allows
customers to see all sections of the
store while they are shopping.
Schwand said he thought the
Charleston store is one of about four
out of 654 Oscos with a wall separating the main and liquor sections of
the store.
Members of the task force
expressed concern about the potential for minors to purchase alcohol
because of the store's layout.
Bob Bickenhaus, marketing manager of the Decatur Oscos, said he
was not aware of any such problems
occurring in other stores.
Bickenhaus said all employees
who work in the liquor portion of the
store must go through a specialized
training program that includes

+ Continued on Page 2A

Eastern President David Jorns said
the university has fulfilled its share
of the Illinois Board of Higher University is willing to
Education's Priorities, Quality and make tough choices to
Productivity Initiative.
Jorns will present Eastern's PQP strengthen quality, to
requirements at today's IBHE meet- sharpen its focus, and
ing in Skokie.
The PQP Initiative is an IBHE pro- to improve productivity
gram that attempts to reduce waste- and accountability."
ful higher education spending by
-David Jorns
eliminating programs that have limitEastern president
ed enrollment.
Some of the items to be presented
Jorns said Eastern must further
in Jorns' PQP Initiative include providing $3.1 million for investment in improve its quality of education by
fiscal year 1994-95. The reallocated freeing up more funding for academic
money will be used for instructional programs.
He said he does not plan to elimiprograms; salary increases for faculty
and support staff and early retire- nate programs that present opportument expenses.
nities for students and the communiIn Jorns' pre-written speech for ty such as German, Afro-American
Friday's presentation he states, "We studies, technology, technology educacannot reach some of the goals we've tion and business administration.
Despite the academic cutbacks
established - the priorities - without
making productivity improvements because of PQP, Jorns said he doesn't
which will free up some of the think the quality of education here
resources we need to implement · has diminished.
"Eastern Illinois University is willthem."
Within a month, the IBHE will ing to make tough choices to strengthreview the university's progress with en quality, to sharpen its focus, and to
these programs and make a final rec• Con.tinued on Page 2A
ommendation at the next meeting.

B.l .
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Teens linked to bombings
BURR RIDGE (AP) - Six
teen-agers, good students,
clean-cut kids who tapped into
computer networks to learn
their skills, have been arrested in a series of pipe bombings, police said on Thursday.
Police srud .searches of the
teen-agers' homes revealed a
cache of powerful pipe bombs
and homemade napalm. Police
found three complete pipe
bombs and 10 partly assembled.
The youths detonated as
many as 50 mailboxes in several Chicago suburbs, including Burr Ridge and Willow
Springs, said Jerry Singe~ a
spokesman for the federal
bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco
and Firearms.

"They were very fortunate
that no one was killed," Singer
said.
The youths, who were not
named because of their ages,
gleaned some of their knowledge froni underground computer networks that detailed
how to make pipe bombs, plastic ·explosives and dynamite,
he said.
"They are smart kids - not
your typical punk-type kids,"
Willow Springs juvenile officer
Chuck Salemo said. "This was
their way of having fun."
Police said the pipe bombs
they seized were crude, but
that the teens were getting
more sophisticated in their
technique.
"We saw an escalation from

Happy 19th Birthday,
Denise

MBOs to pipe bombs," Singer
said.
Singer said Illinois ranked
second in the nation, behind
California, in the number of
bombing and explosive incidents in 1992.
The mailbox bombings
began in May.
:The first couple of months
there weren't that many,"
Willow Springs Police Chief
Lee Brannam said. "But in
July we had 17 - .and that's
when we had to start looking
into it."
The six youths, all students
at Lyons Township High
School, wei:e arrested on
Wednesday and returned to
the custody of their parents,
Singer said.
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Clinton _ ____,~------• From Page IA

The president painted a dire picture of the
consequences of an immediate withdrawal:
"Within months, Somali children again would
be dying in the streets. Our own credibility
with friends and allies would be severely
damaged. Our leadership in world affairs
would be undermined.... And all around the
world, aggressors, thugs and terrorists will
conclude that the best way to get us to
. .1change our policies is t-0 kill our people. It
would be open season on Americans."
Aspin said he hoped Clinton's decision
would lead other nations to beef up their

• ·FramPage lA _

im pra.v.e ,..pro.ductivi ty and
accountability," he said.
In other cutbacks last
month, the university eliminated one master's degree
program, consolidated three
master's degree programs
into a single program and
eliminated options in three
other programs, providing

forces in Somalia.
"We believe the allies will also show more
activity," Aspin said at a White House briefing after Clinton's speech.
Clinton said that he wanted to call the
troops home as soon as possible and was
sending diplomat Robert Oakley to Africa to
try to find a diplomatic settlement.
He said it might take "up to six months" to
complete the mission but he hoped to wrap it
up before then.
Secretary of State Warren Christopher outlined a burst of diplomatic_activity to refocus
the Somali operation on a political rather
than military track.

$196,209 for next year's budget · ' - - Jorns and the university
have made cutbacks in
administration and other
support services, including
reduced administrative positions and other initiatives
aimed at providing more
than $1.8 million in reallocation of funds for 1994-95.

+ From Page IA
learning how to avoid selling to a minor.
If the request is approved, the Osco Drug
store would expand its store by 4,000 square
feet.
Lou Hencken, vice president for student
affairs and chairman of the task force, said
the group would take no immediate action on
the plan while considering the proposal.
Hencken said the task force does not have
the authority to make the final decision. It
may only make recommendations to the

One of Jorns' major
changes to comply with PQP
was reorganizing Eastern's
colleges from a six to four college system last year.
The restructuring was
explained as a means of
reducing administrative costs
and increasing instructional
investments to save an estimated $300,000.

Charleston City Council.
In other business at the meeting Thursday,
the task force discussed some ways to revise
the city's liquor code.
Don Yost, task force member and owner of
Stix Billiard Bar and Restaurant, 1412
Fourth St., suggested the possibility of
reviewing weekend bar hours, liquor license
prices, bar cover charges and redefining the
Class F liquor license.
Hencken set a tentative Thanksgiving target date for the task force to begin making
suggestions to the City Council.
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N to lift all sanctions

gainst South Africa
UNITED NATIONS (AP) be General Assembly,
eased with the progress of
uth Africa's march toward
mocracy, will repeal all ecomic and financial sanctions,
ening the way for desperly needed foreign investnt.
The assembly will declare
end to the voluntary. sanc·ons in trade, finance, investent, travel and transporta. n that won worldwide com. ce in 1985, and urge all
tates to lift restrictions, a
N. statement said.
An 18-year-old voluntary
mbargo on the sale of
troleum and petroleum
ucts to South Africa will
lifted when a multiracial
el that is to help govern
COl,liltry is in place.
A mandatory arms embarimposed by the Security
cil in 1977 will remain in
ect, as well as a voluntary
on military imports from
th Africa.

The formal lifting of sanctions, planned for Friday, has
been expected since Sept. 24
when African National Congress leader Nelson Mandela
urged the international community to put aside its most
potent weapon against
apartheid. Mandela, whose
movement is expected to win
the country's first multiracial
elections in April, urged
extensive investment to shore
up the South African economy
and fortify the transition to
democracy.
The United States and
most Western nations have
lifted most sanctions, especially in the past two years as
the South African government
has pursued democratic
reform.
Voluntary sanctions were
imposed beginning in the
1960s in an effort to punish
the white-minority South
African government for its
policies of racial segregation
and to pressure it to end dis-

crimination against nonwhites. But they gained
greater force in 1985 when
the assembly issued a
stronger call for punishment.
South Africa's Trust Bank
estimates the country lost
$1.6 billion in foreign exchange earnings in the five
years after sanctions began in
1985. About a half-million
jobs were lost, and the gross
domestic product dropped by
$8 billion .
The brief resolution repealing sanctions was expected to
be adopted overwhelmingly, if
not unanimously, by the 184nation assembly.
South Africa, although
technically a U.N. member,
has been ousted from the
Assembly since 1974 because
of apartheid.
But the assembly in 1991
urged all states to resume
academic, scientific, cultural
and sporting links with South
Africa.
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Rock -n- Roll
from Effingham
Playing songs by:

..

AC/DC, Led Zeppelin,
Metallica, Megadeath,
Judas Priest

-----------------•
Admission
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MOSCOW (AP) - President Boris Yeltsin
wed his bloody victory over hard-line lawrs with a demand Wednesday that oppot.s in the provinces resign, and he yanked
ceremonial guard from Lenin's Tomb - a
bolic but potent blow against Communist
overs.
a stem, commanding voice on nationwide
· ion, Yeltsin said elections should be held
December for every legislative body in the
try - not just for a new national parliat as he previously decreed, but for new
· nal and local councils as well.
· aim clearly was to use the momentum of
nday's climactic battle with hard-liners
the dissolved parliament to sweep his
nents out of office in cities and regions
Karelia in the west to Kamchatka in the
East.
-The rifle-toting guards who kept a stoned vigil at Lenin's Tomb on Red Square
unceremoniously withdrawn.
They did not even march away in their cusgoose step. They simply waved their
'te-gloved hands at tourists and walked
y from the red granite and black marble
usoleum - the pantheon of communism
generations of Politburo members stood
holidays.
Police said that for the time being, the body
Bolshevik leader Vladimir Lenin would
· in its glass sarcophagus for tourists to

white marble parliament building. Lawmakers
and their heavily armed, paramilitary supporters had holed up there for two weeks,
defying Yeltsin's decree to disband.
Officials were still considering Wednesday
what charges to bring against the hard-line
leaders, parliament speaker Ruslan
Khasbulatov and Vice President Alexander
Rutskoi. They were being held in the highsecurity Lefortovo Prison. If convicted of treason, they could get the death penalty.
During Wednesday's 15-minute address on
primetime TV, Yeltsin said everyone who had
taken up arms against the government would
be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.
He also said the national parliament had
received "all kinds of hinted assurances of
support" from local and regional councils,
called "soviets." He stopped short of dissolving
the hundreds of soviets, the equivalent of state
legislatures and city councils in the United
States. But he pressed them to disband voluntarily and agree to new elections on Dec. 12.
"I think the soviets ... must take a dignified
and courageous decision to dissolve themselves and leave peacefully, with civility, without shocks and scandal," he said.
Yeltsin called Sunday's rioting in Moscow a
"communist-fascist" revolt stirred up by parliament. But he also said "my soul aches" over
the high cost of Monday's retaliatory tank barrage.
Yeltsin has declared Thursday a national
For 18 months, Yeltsin has struggled for day of mourning for the dead on both sides.
wer with diehard communists, extreme Russian newspapers have estimated the toll at
tionalists and would-be populists who more than 300. City health authorities conemoan and resist his painful economic firmed more than 100 dead and predicted the
orms.
total would rise as soldiers searched the shatThe confrontation climaxed Monday when tered interior of the parliament building,
vernment tanks and troops stormed the known as the White House.
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Saturday Night
For a good time and
a good cause, it's
Stu's Weekend Bash!
Proceeds to benefit
the Tim Bauer Elephantitis
of the Ankles Fund.
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Video gameS are not really that evil
"Finish him!"
playing any game, be it video
This is the cry from an
or not, he can always refuse to
unfeeling, authoritative voice
"Mortal Combat play. Although many games
just before a television screen
provides an out- are recommended, there are
shows a person displaying a
no mandatory children's games
blood-drenched, freshly
that all children must play durvent their violent ing their childhoods. Some
ripped-out heart or decapitated human head with the spine
children are bookworms and
tlwughts and
attached.
may rarely engage in what
aggressions in
At least these are some of
society has dictated as typical
harmless way." child behavior.
the original fatality endings In
Elliott
The video game also teaches
the fantasy arcade game
Peppers
Mortal Combat. Video game
a moral lesson to children. I'm
companies Nintendo and Sega
sure many children would rea·
son, "Hey, if I ripped your heart out, you would die
have released home versions of the hit arcade game
and I would ruin my school clothes with your entrails."
but have softened the games death moves due to
What child who knows the consequences of ruining his
parental discourse with the original blood-drenched
school clothes would take the risk?
version.
If parents want to complain about subjecting chilI've played Mortal Combat on the Sega Genesis and
dren to extreme violence, I suggest they re-evaluate
Super Nintendo systems. There is a code you can put
in for the blood scenes for the Sega's version. And let
what cartoons they let their children watch. ·
Take the infamous Bugs Bunny for example. Bugs'
me tell you, it's far more exciting with the blood than
violent escapades are many times so brutal he gives
without. It's only realistic. If you go rip the heart out of
the audience a warning of the brutality of the act he is
a pig, you can be assured that plump peace of pork is
about to commit. Also, Bugs is always crying, "This
going to be pouring with blood. Just ask a butcher.
means war," whenever things don't go his way. War is
There are those that argue that this is not suitable
a brutal thing. Just look at our country's history. But of
entertainment for children. But today children attemptcourse with Bugs all characters are drawn cartoony and
ing to engage in what has been ascribed to them as
in a cartoon, if a character gets decapitated, his head
suitable entertainment end up victim's of drive by
always pops back up a few moments later.
shooting. Chicagoans can relate to this with 54 violent
Is it better to be entertained by fantasy violence or
crime deaths of children under 15 as of Wednesday.
more prudent to go out and act on violent emotions?
Many of these deaths occurred while children were
Come on parents, attack some real issues. I have yet to
outside doing children-like things.
see or read about children playing in the back yard try·
Mortal Combat provides an outlet for children to
ing to literally rip each other's heads off with their
vent their violent thoughts and aggressions in a harmspines attached because they saw it done In a video
less way. The real harm comes when these emotions
game.
are suppressed then resurface later in life. It's like having a picture of your boss on a dart board, just far more
Elliott Peppers is the associate news editor and a
graphic.
regular columnist for The Daily Eastern News.
If a child is turned off or is just uncomfortable with

letfor children to

a
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Everyone loses
in cancellation
of annual race
For the past two years the Charleston Parks
·and Recreation Department has benefitted
from· the annual Delta Tau Delta Big Wheels
Race. The fraternity has donated $600 to the
department in each of the past two years as a
·
result of the races.
•
This year the Parks
and Recreation Department won't get any
.
money as a result of the races. Why? Because
Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill doesn't want
anything to do with dirty money.
In the past, the fraternity has held the races
on a hill on Seventh Street between Harrison
and Yan B..uren Avenues, right in front of My
Place Lounge. As a result, a section of
Seventh Street had to be closed for a few
hours on the Saturday the races were held.
However, Cougill doesn't want the races to
be held in this location this year.
"My immediate concern with closing
Seventh Street is that doing so impacts all the
businesses in the uptown area," Cougill said.
As a· result, Cougill offered to close a section of Harrison Avenue, away from any tavern, for the races to be run on.
But one part of the race was the post-race
party held at My Place. In Monday's edition
of The Daily Eastern News, Todd Berner, organizer of the event, said if alcohol couldn't be
sold at the race there was no way that the fraternity could afford staging the event.
But the event is more than just a race - it is
an opportunity for many members of the
campus community to socialize while raising
money for a worthy cause. In the past various
fraternities, sororities, residence halls and
other student organizations have paid the
$20 entry fee and had teams in the race.
Some Charleston businesses have also had
entries in the race.
Because of the impasse, Berner said the
fraternity will never hold the event again.
Cougill said his decision to provide an
alternate site was strictly for traffic concerns.
He also said he personally does not like the
idea of the city getting money from events
that serve alcohol.
In this situation, no one wins. The stl~Q,~~
don't get to race, the parks and recreation
department has less money to work with and
Cougill comes out looking like the bad guy
again.

Editorial

66 'PDJ.Y'il QUOTE
Violence is necessary; it is as
American as cherry pie.
Rap Brown

New group asking
for help to find
alternatives to bars
Dear editor:
One basic problem this campus
now faces is an inability to move forward with proposed ideas for various
weekend oppqrtunities. Every day
the campus is greeted with another
episode in the seemingly endless bar
controversy. Students continue to be
frustrated with city policy and the
mayor certainly is not winning any
new friends. As we approach
midterm, the fact remains that few
students are satisfied with their
options during their leisure time.
Although many ideas continue to
surface, a small percentage C\)'e .
showing signs of progress.
LEAD is an unfamiliar program to
most students. Our student govern;
ment orientation program is new to
the campus this fall and has just
begun its initial campaign the past
couple of weeks. We feel we have a

Your turn
fresh perspective of the situation and
we are eager to get involved in serving the campus. We are dedicated to
finding a solution to the alternative
problem that faces us. ,
LEAD plans to pursue many ideas.
We would like to see programs such
as midnight intramurals, coffeehouses and a formal dance develop.
Although LEAD has many ideas,
there is still need for more. We invite
the student body to band together
so that all new ideas are given equal
opportunity.
With fresh and optimistic minds
we feel we are ready to tac;:kle this
issue, but we can't work alone. By
combining our efforts With those of·
other students willing to pursue the
alternati,ve direction, our program is
eager to lead the way in improving
the overal.1oppom,mities that our
campus and city potentially offer.
LEAD is open to new ideas and

invites all interested students to
attend its meetings at 7 p.m.
Thursdays in the Scharer Room locat
ed in the Union up from the Sugar
Shack. If you have any suggestions
or ideas concerning bar alternatives
and other campus issues, please
contact us. Address your concerns
the Student Senate Office care of
LEAD or call 581-5522.

Tue Daily Eastern News encourages letters to the editor concerning
any local, state, national or international issue.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed,
the name of the author, in addition
the author's address and 'telephone
number, must be induded. If necessary, letters will be edited according
. to length and space at the discretion
of the edit page editor or editor in
chief.
Anonymous letters will not be
printed.
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isabled face difficulties
Although Eastern has made
veral improvements for
dicapped students, everyy activities are still difficult
r these students, said a
el of four Eastem students.
The panel, which consisted
freshman Krista Erickson,
ho is blind; junior Regina
old, who is also blind; Dan
eubig, who has severe back
blems and nerve damage;
aul Ezzell, who is a paralegic and senior Kristy
udreau, who is learning disbled, was held Thursday
· ht in Stevenson Hall as a
art of Eastern's Disability
wareness Month.
Each student shared his
dividual experiences and
itudes about life on East-

Erickson and Arnold agreed
the hardest problems faced
were getting accustomed to
braille tests, texts, cassette
recordings and readers.
Neubig said handicapped
parking problems, poor sidewalk conditions and bike
routes were major obstacles for
him on campus.
Ezzell said unaccessible
buildings, poor snow clearing
conditions and the limited
number of signs designating
handicapped facilities has hindered his campus travels.
All panel members agreed
that Eastern does not adequately clear pathways during
the snow season, saying that
snow is piled up on ramps, ice
is not removed and the sidewalks are not cleared completely for the blind.
"Eastern is trying," Ezzell
said. "We can't expect it to

happen overnight. They are
trying to accommodate us."
Some of the steps taken so
far include the new elevator in
the Fine Arts Building, ramps
in various buildings, the automatic doors in the Triad
Dining Center and wheelchair
lifts. Sidewalks are being
marked for the seeing impaired. There are also larger
showers, stalls, and desks in
the residence halls.
Overall, the panel felt
Eastern students are very
friendlY, helpful people. Ezzell
stated people should learn to
look beyond the disability and
into the person.
"Never be afraid to ask
questions," Erickson said, "No
question is stupid."
"The panel has disabilities
-it is society that makes it a
handicap," said Dara Scheller,
a special education major.

Spaghetti and Garlic Bread
Sunday, October 10th
Delivered when you want 4-8 pm
$3- Proceeds go to EIU Office of Disabilities
"-

This weekend at

ONCAMPu.a

· ess."

Pat Holycross, head of the Selection
'ttee, said the award is given as a morale

Mozzarella w /fries 3.49

$3 Pitchers
4 o'clock club

Saturday: 16 oz Drafts (Lite, GD) $1
Bermuda Triangles $1
ljust try 'em)

OPEN SUNDAY NOON TIL 11 PM
Lunch &.. Dinner Specials

booster. Employee of the month and employee
· ''Cheeseburgers Jn Paradise,,
of the year awards have been given to Eastern
Cheeseburger
w/Marty's fries 1.99
staff for six years.
"It's always a good feeling and a rewarding
Double it for $2.49
experience to build morale," Holycross said.
Triple it for $2.99
The Selection Committee responsible for
choosing Conover consists of five university
I
employees. The others are one administrative I
professional and three civil service employees.
Nomination forms are available in the
human resource office of Old Main to anyone
Lunch & Dinner :
enrolled in, working for, or visiting the university who would like to name a standout worker.
I 140 Lincoln • 348-1232
Friday & Saturday Night
I
Members of the selection committee cannot
make nominations.
DINNER 1115 I
Nominees must be civil service employees
BUFFET
I
who have passed the initial six-month probaI
tionary period.
•. - . - .. 1!•~ir!!~~~~~!!!X!~~~~~~~~:!!!li~-~~~·
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Rent-A-Car

Festiva

,.-

119 PER WEEK w/1000 Free miles
•Most Major Credit Cards Accepted ·
•Low Rates Include Proper Insurance
•Rent By The Day Or Week

345-3673
Monday-Saturday
8am-5pm
18th &Lincoln
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Do you have trouble
saying these words?

•

Let The Daily Eastern News'
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15 words in lip artwork for $5

.
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Order Form - - - - - - - --- - - - ,
Address:
Phone:

: Name:
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Message:
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_ _ _ Of Charleston _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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19 PER DAV w/100Free~iles. •

Mooney Motors
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Friday: Italian Beef

ustodian receives award
Steve Conover, a custodian in Coleman Hall
13 years, has been named Eastern's civil
'ce employee of the year.
Conover was selected from this year's 12
ployees of the month. .
"Eastern is a great place to work," he said.
s the best job I've ever had."
Conover worked for Mid-State Foundry for
years before coming to Eastern in 1980.
Ron Mathenia, one of Conover's supervisors
a building service worker, said, "Steve is a
conscientious employee, the best in the

Call 345-8676
Sponsored by ROTARACI'

.

TJ

.

4
4
4

4
Personals Published Thurs., Oct. -14
4
•
Deadline: Mon., Oct. 11 at 2pm
· ··
~ Place at Student Publications Business Office, Buzzard 4
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The Economics of the Gtibank

· Classic Visa card. How Student Discounts and Price
Pro~ection

contribute to upward growth. A variety of factors have been

suggested as contributing to the economic growth of students, including (1) more lottery winners
between the ages of 18 and 22, (2) a 37% increase on earnings from bottle and can returns, (3) more
students doubling earnings in the lightning round of game shows, and (4) the Citibank Classic Visa®
can:i. It's this last one, however, that affects most students. ii The Citibank Classic Visa can:i offers
immediate savings to student cardmembers. You can save up to 26% on long distance calls versus AT&T
with the free Citibank Calling Service"" from MCI! And you can capitalize on a $~0 Airfare Discount
·/
/

for domestic flights.2 Savings on mail order purchases, sports equipment, magazines and music
also abound. Maximize these savings with a low
variable interest rate of15A% 3 and no' annual fee,
and you can significantly improve your personal
bottom line (especially if one's net income tends
No known pie/lire 1?{ llashington smiling exisLs. Economists believe Uushington wa.'
unhappy h<t·aiise lrefi1t Ire could lra1·e r;wived a better deal on war supplies. {/'Ire used a
Citibank Classic 1·isa mrd. he •m111d hal'e been assured,!,.getting the best price and probah~r
would Jra~·e been happier. (~rtisr rendering 1?fhow Ire m>uld hare appeared on the dollar.) ·

to be pretty gross). Put another way, one might

even have enough savings to reinvest in a CD or two (the musical kind, of course). ii On the way to the
recon:i store, or any store for that matter, take stock of the 3 services concerned with purchases made on

Monarch Notes® Version:

the Citibank Classic card. Otibank Price Protection assures one of the best prices. See the same item

The Citibank Clas&c Vtsa card will

advertised in print for less, within 60 days, and Citibank will refund the difference up to·$150. To protect

be there for you with special stu-

thcle 11Westments~ Buyers Sel=urity'm ran cover them against accidental damage, fire or theft (ordinarily

dent discounts, no fee, and a low

I

4

causes for Great Depressions) for 90 days from the date of purchase.4 And Citibank Lifetime
Warranty"" can extend the expected service life of eligible products up to 12 years.5 ii But perhaps the

features which offer the best prot~~tion are your eyes, your nose, your mouth, etc. -all featured on The
• . Photocanl, the credit card with your photo on it. Carrying it can help prevent fraud or any hostile

'

takeover of your card. (Insiders speculate that it makes quite a good student ID, too.) Even if one's card is
'

.

stolen, or perhaps lost, The Lost Wallet"" Service can replace your card usually within 24 hours. ii So
/

never panic. As we all know, panic, such as 1n t~¢ Great Panics of 1837, 1857, and 1929, can cause a
downswing in a market.But with 24-hour Customer Service, there's no reason for it. A question about
your account is only an 800 number a~y. (Panic of the sort experienced the night before Fmals is
something else again.) ii Needless to say, building a credit history with the support of such services can
I

only be a boost. Yoµ' re investing in futures- that future house, that future car, etc. And knowing the
. Citibank Classic Visa--cilrd is·\here in your wallet should presently give you a sense of security, rare in
today's-how shall we say?-!ti'ckle matket. il To apply, call. Students don't need a job or a cosigner. And
call if you'd simply like your photo added to your regular Citibank Classic Visa card. Here's the num-

ber: 1-800-CITIBANK, extension 19. ii The Law of Student
Supply and Demand states, "If a credit card satisfies more of a
student's unlimited wants and needs, while reducing the Risk
Factor in respect to limited and often scarce resources-with
the greatest supply of services and

-:.avinr.~

possible-then stu-

dents will demand said credit c;1rd." Sv, demand away-call.

Not just Visa. Citibank Visa.

'Savings claim is based on a IO-minu11i'niJhlfweektnd call m the 1.911 to 1000 mileage band using MCI's Card Compatibility rates vs. AT&T's standard calling card rates, effc:etive 4/93. Citibank Calling
Service long distance usage cannot be a.,Phed to obtain benefits under any other MCI partner program or offer. indudin~ travel award programs. 'Offer expires 6/30/94. Minimum ticket purchase price is $100.
Rebates are for Citibank student card members on tickets issued by ISE Flights onlv. 'The Annual Percentage Rate for purchases is 15.4% as of 8/93 and may vary quarterly. The Annual Percentage Rate for cash
,. . advances is t9.8'M>. If a finance charge is imposed, the minimum is 50 cents. There is an additional finance charge for each cash advance transaction equal to 2% of the amount of each cash advance transaction;
however, it will not be less than $2.00or'greaterthan SI0.00. 'Certain conditions and exclusions apply. Plea<e refer to your Summary of Additional Program Information. Buyers Security is underwritten by The
Zurich International UK Limited. 'Certain restrictions and limitations a~ly. Underwritten by the NN-· Hampshire Insurance Company. Service life expectancy varies by product and is at least the minimum

=.:'i.':n~:!.!.'::~1~ ~~~ TI:i~ ~~~~n1e~Ptr.'~ubi~':.rtiti'ba~~~~~ %.';r,.~ Ii::0cit~~~=~~;uii,0\;~~dl.u~.t~~ ~9Z1citfb.':.~~~:hdg~~~~~f~i~~~!,~~~"~~ca

rate ... so

your own economy will

be more like a boom than a bust.
Call 1-800-CITIBANK, ext. 19.

e Dall7 Ell8f.e:rn :New.11
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en's cross country Tourney
ces test in Indiana awaits
women
netters

With four race~ out of the
y, and a week off of comtition, the men's cross
try team will be facing
toughest opposition yet
weekend at the Indiana
:vitational.
Since Indiana's course will
be the site of the district
eet
in
November,
turday's race over 8,000
eters (4.97 miles), set to
gin at 10:10 a.m. , is
cting some of the most
spected teams in the
·west.
Indiana, Southern Illinois,
1BC0nsin, Illinois and Ball
te lead the main competin Eastern will be up
ainst in the 13-team

t.
The Panthers, who are
· off two straight vicries at the Cougar and
Invitationals, and own
best record in the Midtinent Conference at 291, are up for the challenge
cording to head coach
Mcinerney.

"It will give us a good idea
where we stand," said
Mcinerney. "This will probably be the toughest of the
three races we have left
before the district meet. We
planned our schedule for the
tough ones to be in October
to get ready for conference.
The first one's here and
we're looking forward to it."
Although confident, Mcinerney did say his team
will have to be at the top of
its game to do well.
"There aren't going to be
any poor teams there,"
Mcinerney said. "Our top
five will have to be within a ·
minute of each other and
willing to run with the big
boys, so to speak, if we're
going to do anything."
Leading the way for
Eastern are Nate Shaffer,
Jeff Trask, Dave Lewis,
Steve Cunningham and
Brian Allen. Shaffer, at the
helm of the group all season,
has twice been named MidContinent Athlete of the
Week for individual victories
in the Panthers' last two
races.

EIU DORM FRIDGES

BREAKING UP IS
HARD TO DO

$15 till May

Come and explore the process of
recovery from the loss of a lover.
Learn some new ways to accept a
loss; find the strength to leave an
addictive relationship, and grow from
the experience.

'

Dr. Alice Sanders, Counseling Center
Mon. Oct. 11, 7 p.m.
Effingham Room, MU< Union
Sponsored by the EIU
Counseling Center

• From page BA
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Order Now for Qct. 21 delivery

345-7083
Limited suppplies

By DAN FIELDS
Staff writer

Usually one would be disappointed with not winning.
Well, try explaining that
theory to women's tennis
coach John Ross.
Even though the Lady
Panthers were defeated by
Indiana State earlier in the
week, Ross explained that
his team's effort was much
better than when they captured the Millikin Invitational last weekend. The
Lady Panthers will try to
carry that into this weekend's Mid-Continent Conference tournament in
Cleveland.
"I was pleased with effort
in our matches," Ross said.
"We played much better
against Indiana State than
what we did against the
teams at Millikin."
Except for Sophomore
Kristy Sims, the team has
basically avoided any serious injuries.
Sims suffered a torn
"Valparaiso scares me," said
achilles tendon during the
Ralston. "They're a young
team, but they' re pretty match Tuesday, but is still
scheduled to participate in
much the same team as last
the Mid-Continent Tournyear. That's a program that's
ament this weekend.
on the rise.
"Kristy almost won her
"This is another one of
m a tch, but her injur y t ook
thos e weeken ds again s t
place in t he third set ," said
t eams that are in the strugRoss. "Even though (th e
gle for a playoff berth."
injury) may slow her down,
After driving back down
I'm looking forward for her
south to Indiana to face
to contribute this weekend."
Valparaiso after the UIC
Besides Eastern, other
match, Eastern will travel
teams in this weekend' s
back up to Chicago for their
tournament include: Northnon-conference match with
ern Illinois, Illinois-Chicago,
Loyola. Ralston believes the
Western Illinois, Wisconsinattitude against Loyola will
Green Bay, Wright State,
depend on what the Lady
Youngstown State, UniPanthers do in their conferversity of Wisconsinence matches that precede it.
Milwaukee, Valparaiso, and
"If we're swept in those
the host school, Cleveland
first two, though, then
Loyola will be the perfect State
The Lady Panthers next
opportunity to get different
match will be on Oct. 14, at
people some playing time."
Illinois Wesleyan.

olleybal.l_ _ __
•A split is absolutely
tial," said Eastern head
ch Betty Ralston. "A
eep - that's what we
uld get, but there are so
y teams that have a shot
the Mid-Con post-season
ament). I'd be surprised
ere's not a tie-breaker."
Illinois-Chicago is basicalin the same boat as
tern. After bolting out to
-1 start, the Flames have
out, losing eight of their
10, and seven in a row at
point.
Valpo currently stands at
overall, 3-2 in the conferee. The Lady Crusaders
led by Lauren Struss,
o has accumulated 197
ls and 135 digs, and
phanie Schuricht, who
ads the squad with 455

'li"*'"fil
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DIVIDUAL ROOMS
'You Carry The Key"

$1 GATE

DISCOUNT
ILLINOIS STATE
MOTOCROSS
CHAMPIONSHIP

OCT. 9&10; 1993RACE

""'•

SAT&SUN10:oOAM

GATE$6/DAY,OR$11 WKND.
TRACK BREAKFAST. SUNDAY 7:00 AM
· • . . ' ' FREE CAMPIHG ' ' ' " •

IJior!I!JhJ
1/IJllill ~
217-932-2041
5 Mlles West ofC8say, II

.

on U.S. 40, 1/4 Mlle South

$1 Mug Drafts
$' 1 Long Nooks
$1 Well Drinks

Behind Rex & Van Lines

Rt. 130, Charleston, Illinois 61920

hone 345-3334

Tonight:

DIDJITS

CD Release Party!
W/Special Guest

DAGGAGOD
/agennelster
Specials I

Doors open 10 p.m.
Show starts 10:30 p:m.

$5 Admission
19 yrs. to Enter

ft

345-STl.X

rant, Sports Bar

quet FAClllty

Friday 4:00- Free Food &. Fun
Lunch: Chicken Club $4211
Dinnen Catfish Dinner $4ll
Ribeye Dinner $SS

JolnUs for Karaoke 6:30pm
20 oz. Miller Lite &. Bud Lig ht $ f 111
Sat. &. Sun: Ribey e sandwich $3D

SUNDAY BRUNCH BUFIET IS BEREI
ALL YOU CAN EAT - Large Selection
$6H 1Oam - 2pm
Sunday (Only): Mucho Nachos

Major Leauge Playoff Headquarters
1-lever a Cover

19 to enter, 21 to drink; ID - drivers license

'l
'l =xi
'l

Locally Famous Sandwich Department All Sandwiches

s~~~!>~.!.8.~~~~~'1,!.~ns
hot_. .... stylemarlnlrll red..... ..-1n
Juot ... -...011

- - thln slicedbeel, axiMdlnour llalian - D o l a t- 4, '1111411az. _ _ _
slow aimmerlng sauce with
on tho lidoon our home.--.
ourGtlndma- ~sausagecoobdCN&rourchar-

broil gril by chef Maril to perfection- - 1...2.48

~

••

Gyrua - A-Gl-&beellOMdona hand

strel::hed plla brlld, IDA*lwllh home . . . m:um-

::'c!::·= andonlon-..- -

Combo Boo! &
- same f1981 beef & sauce
wilh and added kick, a grill sausage tor one GI tho best
sardwlches here--3.59

Grilled Chlckln ·a llghl!y .....-wholo cllicl<en

PhlllyChooat S-·a4oz.beelsteakgriledwith
onions & sweet peppeis ltlen covered wilh proYOllne

our fresh baked buns

best thing to visiting Philly - Yol-

3.59

Polish Sausage . not tor. the faint-lleatled. a giant,

~~~~==
Better Boo! 11111<1

·-·-·.2.49

-~·OUn la !ho

~~:~=~=-~=-as

litely smoked &alJS3!1• grilled '!""'- Hames then
S8fVed wilh your clloice of topping on our home made

S8fVed on our made-heto _,buns-topped with
mustard, ketchup, relish, plclde, onions, mayo, tomato

french bread.--- - - - - - - . . . 2 . 8 9

and lettuce . no extra chargel

Remember- Your Dad Wants s1ng1eHam1MJrger .._ _ _ _ _ ____,_79
You to Eat at Joey's
=::,:.i~~-:===~:::::::::=::::t:
Double Chooat BUl'!l«-- ·-·••-•oooo•oo••.3.19

~ ""4- ~ -

::21! ""4- ES ES
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Missed it by that much
Jwiior goalie Jacob Gress tries blocking a shot during practice Thursday at Lakeside Field. The Panthers will be in action this weekend when they
host to Mid-Continent opponents Wright State on Friday at 3 p.m. and Cleveland State on Swiday at 1 p.m.

Off week gives Volleyball team battles
Panthers a rest for Mid-Con playoff spo
By DON O'BRIEN
Staff editor

Eas t ern head footb a ll
coach Bob Spoo said having
an off week comes at a good
time for his team.
"This is a good week to
get some guys rested up,"
Spoo said at his weekly
press conference Wednesday.
The Panthers, who have
lost four straight game
after an opening game win
at Murray State, have this
Saturday off before traveling to Northern Iowa next
Saturday for a Gateway
Conference game.
Four defensive linemen
are among the wounded
Panthers. Junior Chris
Wilkerson will miss the
Northern Iowa game after
undergoing surgery on his
hernia earlier this week.
Also using the week to heal
various injuries are sophomore Curtis Price, fresh-·
man Kevin Ellison and
freshman Kendrick Hall.
The Panthers took
Sunday and Monday off
from · practice, after last
Saturday's 27-24 loss at
Indiana State, before
resuming practice for the
remainder of the week.

The last t i m e the
Panthers took a week off in
the middle of the season
was in 1991. That year the
Panthers had two weeks in
which they were idle. After
each week off the Panthers
lost one-point decisions - to
Western Illinois at home
and at Southern Illinois
later that season.
Northern Iowa, which
was chosen as the preseason favorite to win the
Gateway title, plays host to
Indiana State this weekend
in its Homecoming game.
After losing their first
two games of the season on
the road, the purple
Panthers have won three
straight including their
Gateway
opener
at
Southwest Missouri State
last weekend.
In other action around
the Gateway, league-leading Western Illinois, which
is 2-0 in conference play,
plays host to Southern
Illinois, ·which will open its
conference schedule after
opening the season 1-3.
.Illinois State, which
dropped out of the Division
I-AA Top 25 after a loss to
Western last week, plays
host to Southwest Missouri.

By RANDY LISS
Staff writer

While being proba
Eastern's busiest weekend
far this season, it could also
Any coach will tell you that winning conferthe biggest . The L
ence games is important.
Panthers at this point s
At this point for the Eastern volleyball team,
at 2-3 in the Mid-Con. Illin
it's really important.
Chicago is tied with Eas
The Lady Panthers will be fighting for their
with an identical 2-3 m
playoff lives this weekend as they travel to
while Valparaiso is a g
Chicago to take on Mid-Continent rival Illinois- Betty Ralston ahead of both teams at 3-2.
Chicago on Friday and to Indiana to visit
Add to that the fact
Valparaiso on Saturday.
Eastern already has lost to three playoff,
In addition, Eastern will travel back up to tending squads - Northern Illinois, We
Chicago directly after the Valparaiso match for Illinois, and Wright State - and this beco
a non-conference meeting with Loyola Saturday very big weekend for the Lady Panthers.
night.
• Continued on page 7A

Men's tennis heads to Ohi
By PAUL DEMPSEY
Staff writer

Eastern's men's tennis
team heads to Ohio this
weekend to take on MidContinent opponent Wright
State.
The Panthers are looking
for their first dual meet victory of the year, and they could
very well accomplish that
feat against Wright State,
which has had a roller coaster-type season so far.
The Raiders missed the
Mid-Con
Tournament
because their coach quit, but
since then he has returned.
Also, their No. 1 singles player is ineligible to play
because of grades.
Eastern, which has strug-

gled at times this season, is
hoping to notch a victory
against a vulnerable, but talented team.
"They're probably about
the same team. About our
level, only they are missing
their No. 1 player," said coach
John Bennett. "That should
give us the advantage."
But Eastern is not without
their own problems.
Sophomore Dennis Alexander, who plays at No. 4 singles, is out with a .recurring
elbow problem. This is the
same injury that hampered
his play last year.
·
Sophomore Brandon Kuhl
will shift up to play in
Alexander's spot. The rest of
the team will shift up and
cover the remaining holes.

Alexander's spot at
doubles with George
could be filled by fres
Jason Hotsinpiller, but
ing has been decided.
Bennett has steppe
practices a little since
teams' performance at
Mid-Con Tournament.
"We've been hitting a
more balls than we have
that conference tournam
said Bennett.
"We've been doing a lo
drills where each one gets.
hit a lot of balls, working
stroke technique," s
Bennett.
This is the Panthers' I
match away from home befi
they return on Oct. 16 to
elude the fall half of their
son.
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High-flying event to benefit
St. Louis Crippled Hospital
By SHERYL IARSON

audiences who purchase professional air
show acts. Flying in from eight surrounding states since Thursday, PAPA pilots
will perform their acts at the show
throughout the weekend.
Air Showcase '93 will have 25 air

Air Showcase '93 - the airshow that
boasts the largest number of daily performances in the world - will take flight Saturday and Sunday at the Coles County Airport.
O Continued on Page 3
And while an event of this size would usually cost $250,000, the airshow is put on
entirely through volunteer efforts and is used
as a main fund-raiser for the St. Louis Crippled Hosptial, which treats burn victims and
crippled children.
The showcase is expected to draw
about 5,000 to 8,000 people each day,
said Mike Carlyle, a member of the
Corn Belt Shrine Club, which helps
organize the air show. With a $5
entry fee for people 12 and older,
the seventh annual event could
raise approximately $10, 000.
Gates open at 9 a.m. each
day, with shows beginning at
noon and ending at about 5
p.m. Some planes will be displayed on the grounds before
the show.
·
Money raised will go toward
hospital patients. Carlyle said
the money is "extremely appreciated by the families."
"I have seen some of the children who have benefitted from
the money raised," he said. "And
it's really something special."
Last year, the branch raised
$8,000.
The airshow will be performed by
members of Professional Airshow Performers Association, who perform free for

UB MOVIES

.''THE SCARIEST FILM SINCE
. '-..SILENCE OF..........THE LAMBS:."
~

~~·

Friday
• Dyslexic Apaches with Dick
•UB Movie: "Candyman," 7 Justic and Waterbog at 9 p.m.
p.m. in the Charleston/Mat- at The Dungeon.
toon Room. Martin Luther • DJ Kevin Kramer at Roe's
King Jr. University 'Union. $1 Tavern.
admission.
• Malliki will perform at Ted's
• The Didjits will perform at Warehouse. $!admission be10:30 p.m. at The Dungeon, tween 8 p.m. and 10 p.m.
509 Van Buren. $5 admission. Monday
• DJ Kevin Kramer at Roe's • "Successful Interviewing
Techniques" 4 p.m.- 4:50
Tavern, 410 Sixth St..
• Rythm Pigz will perform at p.m. in the Charleston-MatTed's· Warehouse, 102 Sixth toon rooms in the Union. Free.
St. $1 admission from 8 p.m. Tuesday
to 10 p.m.
• "Resumes & Cover Letters
• live Jazz from 4 p.m. to 8 Made E.asy" 4 :30 p.m. - 5:20
p.m. at Friend's & Co., 509 p.m. in the Charleston-MatVan Buren. Free.
toon rooms in the Union. Free.
Saturday

October 7th and 8th
8pm - Admission $1.00
Charleston/Mattoon Room

Jerry•s Pizza & Pu

TIM( TtifAT~(
Downtown Mattoon • 258-8228

3.00 ----·---

Live Jazz
Free Show 4-8 p.m.
"Everybody's favorite music
at
everybody's favorite bar."

~

$150
ALL
•
SEATS

Call Jerry's for a
Great Hot Pizza
Delivered to Your House
or Room

RICHARD
GERE
LENA
OLIN '
t'ii1

A TRl -STAA

•

AUUSl

FRI/SAT NIGHT 7:30, 7:00, & 9:15
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00 PM
SUN TO THURS 4:30 & 7:00

FRI/SAT NIGHT 5:30, 7:30, 9:30
SAT/SUN MATINEE 1:30&3:30
. SUN TO THURS NIGHT 5:30 & 7:30

Will
ROGERS
T H E A T R E
Downtown Charleston • 345·9222

_

WHY
PLAY
GAMES?

AllShows
Bel0f96pm

MR.
.JONES

Today:

CANDYMAN

Now St10w1,,.,G!

THE IUBITIVE

PG·ll

2

La$sr6g1i0zzas

L....1..---IL--

Large Single
Ingredient Pizza and
Quart of Coke

Small Single
Ingredient Pizza and
Quart of Coke

$7.95

$5.95

Exp. 5-30-93

Exp. 5-30-93

Large Two
Ingredient Pizza and
Quart of Coke

Small Two
Ingredient Pizza and
Quart of Coke

$9.25

$6.95

SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00 P.M.
DAILY 4:00 & 9:45

BRING IN BUSINES

Now St10Wll'ol6! .

Tll

~

l!!J

PROGRAM MALICE
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:30 P.M.
DAILY 7:15 & 9:45

FRI/SAT NIGHT 5:00, 7:30, & 9:45
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:30 P.M.
SUN TO THURS NIGHT 5:00 & 7:30

by

.

ADVERTISING
in

FRI/SAT NIGHT 4:45, 7:00, 9:15
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00 P.M.
SUN TO THURS NIGHT 4:45 & 7:00
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Pagliai's Pizza
other psycho
after Dave
NEW YORK (AP) - A fan of
vid Letterman was hospitalfor observation after she
fused to leave the studio
ere Letterman tapes his
until he would marry her.
Janice Mitchell McPhail, 26,
ve all the way from Detroit
th her 3-year-old daughter
then she tried to sneak into
e Letterman Show,'' said
·ce spokeswoman Sgt. Tina
hrmann.
Police were called Tuesday
ernoon when McPhail
d to leave the Ed Sullivan
ter "until she married Dave
erman," Mohrmann said.
McPhail was in St. Luke'ssevelt Hospital for psychiic observation foday . The
er was turned over to city

child welfare officials.
The woman's relatives said
she had no history of mental
health problems.
"It's mind boggling," said her
mother, Sylvia McPhail. "She's
unpredictable. When she
decides she's going to do something, she does it."

3-year-old takes
car for joy ride
LAND O'LAKES, Ra. (AP) "I go zoom!" was all a 3-yearold boy had to say after grabbing his parent's car keys and
taking a wild joyride.
Florida Highway Patrol
troopers remain stumped as to
how Mikey Sproul was able to
hit the gas pedal and maneuver
at the same time.
The toddler's steering was a
bit suspect. He hit three cars in
less than a half-mile during the

ride Friday. But no one was
hurt, including him.
"It never dawned on me he
would drive a car," said Paula
Sproul, his mother. "Not as a
3-year-old anyway." Mikey's
trip started just after midnight
when, as his parents slept, he
climbed their 5-foot bedroom
dresser and snatched the keys.
Dressed in nothing but his
underwear, he hopped into the
1979 Mercury and fired it up.
After a spin through a convenience store parking lot, he
swerved onto U.S. Highway

Large Thin Single Item
& Qt. of Coke
For the Low Price of

$7 .95plusraxUnless Stated
Not valid with any other offer
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am
2 am on Weekends

41.

345-3400

That's where the ride ended.
Mikey's parents found out about
it when troopers came to their
door. No charges were filed.
As punishment, Mikey
wasn't allowed outside Saturday, meaning he couldn't play
with one of his favorite toys - a
battery-operated truck.

Expires 10/26/93

•
COACH EDDY'S

igh-flying _ _ _ _ _ _ __
0 From Page JB
per day over the two-day period. There will
wing-walkers, hang gliders and sky-divers per. g, and vintage aircrafts and war bird, ultramilitary and glider airplanes will be on display.
One of the airshow' s main attractions is the
d's smallest airport," in which a plane will
pt to land on a car traveling on the runway.
, who said he has seen the maneuver done
at a different air show, describes the act as
omenal to watch."
Another

a in er
ne

of
War A T-6 takes off
and the
War. It served both U.S. and Allied Air
and will be flown by pilot Bill Leff.
Leff's performance is designed to demonstrate
ers taught to military pilots of the Korean
·ct era, many of whom were trained in this

exact plane, according to a brochure by Air Show
Associates.
Along with helping patients in the St. Louisbased hospital, this year's showcase is being dedicated to Charlie Wells of Springfield who died while
performing during an air show this summer in
Bloomington. Wells was one of the show's oldest
pilots and was instrumental in bringing the air show
to Charleston, Carlyle said.
"The event is dedicated to Charlie who died
doing what he loved," Carlyle said.
The airshow is also
being commemorated
with a collector lliinois
license
plate. People who order the special plates
can display
them from
Aug. 12 to
Photo courtesy Mike Carryle Oct. 1O.
Air Showcase '93 is sponsored by the Com Belt Shrine Club
and the Coles County Airport Authority. The
Shrine Club is a Central Illinois branch of the
nationwide organization which organizes benefits
for area hospitals.

Panther Sport Shoppe
9AM-8PM

INVENTORY
REDUCT.ION
SALE!!
Friday & Saturday Only!
11 hrs evecyday

9AM· 8PM

SUPER NEW SELECTIONS

SHOES!!
Jordan

20 • 30 • 40 ·~
50°/o off · ~

Shaq

{Exel. Shaq &
Graphlite)

EIU
CustomSew-on

aily Special
Any 6" Sub,

25°/o
off .

Small Drink

and Chips

$3.29
636 W. Lincoln

.

'

T-Shirts Sweats and
Jackets

Sweatshirts
and Pant~

40°/o off

30°/o Off

Hats

30°/o ()ff

Weightlifting Basketball - Football .Baseball

··-

......~····

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
CHAMPAIGN-URBANA
OCTOBER l 4TH 8PM

Sellouts?

TICKETS $15
CHARGE BY PHONE
(21 7) 333-5000
QUESTIONS? 335-0457

TW"o industrial bands come out
of the closet for major labels
Industrial music has been
raped of its originality.
Not too long ago, this type of
technical art was buried deep in
the closet of popular music genres. Little or no commercial success was granted to bands of this
type. Of course, the times hav~
changed.
Thanks
to
the
trendiness of
open. mindedness ,
flocks of
"alternapeople"
h a v e
shined
new light
on the
entire cyberpunk counterculture.
Having no wall to protect itself,
·industrial music has been trampled by the "in" group. Discovered and destroyed by vast herds
of "free thinkers," industrial has
somehow sunk its way upward
to guilty, major-label bliss.
Two current examples of
prominent industrial acts are
Revolting Cocks and My Life
With The Thrill Kill Kult. They
have both recently left their subversive nests at Wax Trax (a
one-time independent Chicago
label) to join the hypocrisy of the
alternative mainstream.
In other words, they both sold
out to major labels. Bitterness
aside, their respective new
releases are to be highly prcilsed . .
Revolting Cocks' current CD,
"Linger Ficken' Good ... and
Other Barnyard Oddities"
(Sire/Reprise), was probably
spawned with the apparent
"three H's" of Rev Co's world in
mind: humor, hallucinations and
heroin. Of course, the artists
involved in Rev Co do hold
some respective merits musically
with other projects that they are
involved in.
Founding Rev Co members

Al Jourgensen and Paul Barker
lead Ministry, an aggressive
industrial band with a tremendous cult following ..
Special guests have also been
a big part of the revolving Rev
Co lineup. The biggest addition
to the new album may be '60s
artifact Timothy Leary. He joined the
band to
add spiri t u a 1
enlightenment
and a
surreal
spoken
word
segment
to the
track
"G i 1 a
Copter."
Comprehending the flavor of
any Rev Co release while completely sober is borderline all but
worthwhile. However, taken
with a grain of salt, one can
heavily enjoy such typical Rev
Co song topics as the power of
crack cocaine ("Crackin' Up"),
failed sexual expectations due to
a lack of KY Jelly ("Da Ya Think
I'm Sexy?") and pompous selfpraising ("Linger Ficken'
Good").
Each cut
on the CD
stays true to
the sampler id d led
dance style
that Rev Co
helped
invent in
the early
' 80s. Certain to gain
notoriety
for lack of
taste, Rev
Co succeeds in creating another
shameful experiment in why
humans should not inbreed.
"So you wanna do something
that's a little bit not too afro-cen-

tric-erotic-space-groove-jazzfunk-acid-punk? Come on, what
do you want?" asks My Life
With The Thrill Kill Kult's postavante-garde special guest, Lydia
Lunch.
Taken from the track "Dirty
Little Secrets," this line, if
answered correctly, tightly
embroiders the clear. style wafting from Thrill Kill Kult' s newest
release, "13 Above the Night"
(Interscope Records). The
answer must be no, for Thrill Kill
Kult thrives on endless beats that
overwhelmingly exploit the
essential definition of "afro-centric-erotic-space-groove-jazzfunk-acid-punk."
Grade B samples such as
"Join the children of Hell," and
"Are you sure you're doing it
right?" line the outskirts of this
taunting rave-up.
"Blue Buddha" is a track that
attempts to emulate early Nine
Inch Nails style shuffling industrial. Sticking with a solid latinesque groove, "Blue Buddha"
flows sleepily along while urging
the listener to "Come back to
the best."
All in all, cheesy disco is the
key to Thrill Kill Kutt' s dance
orgy, and "13 Above the Night"
reeks of dairy product industrial
that eventually metamorphosizes
its rank
self into
parmesan-soaked techno music.
Both
bands are
now considered
major
label acts,
and are
certain to
sell substantial amounts of albums
respectively. Soon enough, it
will be accepted as mainstream.
I have great hopes for the
future.

How Does Fast Food
Breakfast Strike You?

L
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A STAR COURSE AND ASSEMBLY HALL PRODUCTION~,,_

LITTLE

CAESAR'S
3 WEST LINCOLN, CHARLESTON

345 .. 4743 .
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Cheeser Ciazy Ei8bts
I Cheeser
I
crazey bread
I Afree
4 piece order
Pleaser of a price
$ 7 a.a
I

2 PIZZAS 2 TOPPINGS

1
L

med + tax

Larger size

$ l l 2l!

1 2moopizzas I
I
8 toppings
I
I
~
""'
plus tax
I
I
8 OPPINGS FOR
HAM.PEPPERONI,
I
ONIONS,GREEN
I PEPPERS,BACON,MUSHI IAN
ROOMS.GROUND BEEF.ITAL- I
SAUSAGE YOUR CHOICE
I
Limited nme
.J

9A!l

---------Limited Time

OPENING DOORS OF OPPORTUNITY
FOR WOMEN AND GIRLS

The Men of
would like to introduce
their newest active members

If You're Tired of
Breakfast in a Styrofoam Box
Try What's Gookin Next Time.
We fix it to order & even put it on a real plate.

]WHAT'S COOKIN'i

llil\IIII!Ulf

John Bagel
Chris Daniel
Brian Hayes
Scott Howard
Danl..andano
Jason Langford
George Meisenhelter
Matt Moritz ·

Taste

MarkRegan
Matt Reynolds
Scott Schaffenacker
Dave Semersky
Rob Waddell
Kevin Welsh
Blake Williams

r.-------------------------~
I
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idjits ready to (punk)
ock Charleston again
ROBERT SANCHFZ
Central Illinois ' own pile of
hite trash, the Didjits, returns
Charleston's Friend's & Co.
The Dungeon at 8 p.m. Friy for a smash-mouth release
rty of their new LP "Que
rhan Sirhan."
In a phone interview Tuesay, frontman Rick Sims
ke with the Verge. The Jo/wing are excerpts from the
terview:

Is it safe to say your
is alcohol related?
Well yeah, 98 percent of all
bands formed like to party.
e enjoy having fun, and there's
· other things we enjoy.
Do you take the sex,
s and rock 'n' roll all the

?
Not necessarily. We are not
a mindless band going in a
ndless direction. We know
t we're doing. We take our
·c seriously and don't just
music to get laid. We play
use we love it and we
in what we're doing.

each record, and everything we
do as far as albums go - it's a different thing.

Is the stage Rick the same
as the at home Rick?
It depends on how many
beers I had at home.

Do you get more crazy
when you're drunk?
Who doesn't? But when I'm
on stage, I definitely want to put
on a show. When your fuckin' on
stage and people are going,
screaming their lungs out - I just
lose it on stage.

What should the crowd
expect (on Friday)?

They will get what we give
every crowd, our absolute best.
That's no sloppiness, really good,
right on rock 'n' roll show.

So, "Chubby" the pig has
made the album's ("Que
Sirhan Sirhan") cover.
What's he all about?
We got Chubby

This album seems
go all out. Was
at an intention
your part?

Everybody has
different way of
oking at each
um. You tell me
album is fast and
all out, and then
ve other people
me this album is
Uy
diverse.
'~
body feels the
me way about \

CLIP AND SAVE.

: EBPASTAB=31

i

$7.95 with a
1
16" Thin Crust Pizza I
BREADSna<s 5 Soft Dough
Bread.sticks with Tangy Tomato
Sauce ...............................just 99¢
With choice of Mild Cheddar or
Spicy Nacho Cheese Sauce
......................................... .Add 60(

Yeah, of course. I was called
the punk rock faggot about a mil. lion times. Not only that, but
it was very surreal down in
Central Illinois. I had this
huge Indian dude strangling over barbed wire
one time because I was
wearing my grandfather's
hat and I looked like a
punk rock faggot. I got
into a lot of fights about
wearing a button on my
lapel when I was
young .. .! think people
(now) are realizing the
music kicks ass.

Pizza Isn't All
We're Good At.

I

I

DELIVERY HOURS:

~=::~:.~-:n=t .

GANDOLFI'··:
CHIROPRACTIC
In Charleston

EVERYTHING'S FREE
After nine years of providing Eastern Students ·
with quality Chiropractic care, we are welcoming the students back to school. To welcome you back we are offering to perform
our services on your first visit absolutely· free
with this certificate! This includes consultation, treatment , and x-rays if indicated. Call
NOW to schedule your appointment.

GANDOLFI CHIROPRACTIC
2115 18th St. Call 345-4065
*New Patients only, Certificate
must be presented on 1st visit
Expires Oct. 31, 1993

•

We Deliver The Best Food In town-ALL DAY DELIVERY!
For your convenience, an additional phone line has been added.
Call today for:
.
· ·

s1so
$100

.. Dine In, Carry Out and DELIVERY

I348-5941 Ior 1345-3448 I .
.

' AMARETTO STONE SOUR
SCREWDRIVER
SEX ON THE BEACH

$100

CHAD & ANDY PLAYING YO.U R FAVORITE MUSIC!

I

Offers expire Oct. 3, 1993.

HONO~ONOHOUSE ~~

BIGGEST Q.B.'S IN TOWN!

75¢

l

At

:·:·:·:·:·.········:-.

THIRSTV'S

VODKA COLLINS
RUM-N-COKE

$279

L]1~~~~-~-~---~

Whaf was it like to be
punk rock in the Midwest?
Was it hard?

Buy the Didjits latest release "Que Sirhan
These guys know the real meaning of punk
"(Touch and Go) now.
rock. Forget all the simplistic, shallow and phony
Don't bother reading any further because you're crap that some so-called "punk" bands have pollutwasting valuable time that could be used to ed the airwaves with. Not since bands like Husker
I to the record store. Get there, lay down your ·Du, Agent Orange and Minutemen has a threeh, and prepare for a musical joy ride that piece outfit rocked this hardcore and with so much
n't let up for single second. Every song is awe- genuine emotion.
From the attention grabbing "Agent 99" to the
I haven't heard an album this good since, uh, guitar barrage "Barely Legal," guitarist and lead
Didjits last LP "Full Nelson Reilly. " It's hard to vocalist Rick Sims, bassist Doug Evans and drumI was able to last that long with only the EP mer Todd Cole give the listener every ounce of
e Miss Carriage! " to tide me over.
energy they have.
The Didjits, which hail from Champaign, have
The Didjits worked more than a year on this
ed with a fifth LP installment of musical may- album which is definitely shorter than the average
that reinforces my belief this band is the only LP. That is not a sign of laziness. Rather, it
punk rock band left. The Didjits' music is demonstrates the Didjits' respect for their fans and
a return to no-nonsense rock 'n' roll.
ng, fast, powerful, creative and provocative.
Even the record label is cool. The peaceful
Sims said the band puts a great deal of thought
e of "Chubby" the pig floating across the jack- into the music of every Didjits song. Anyone who
of the album clashes with the ass kicking that hears this album can realize filling empty space is
'ts listeners.
not the band's policy.

12 oz LONGNECKS -------

I

EXTRA CHEESE Add Extra Cheese
toyourpizzaandgetanExtraGenerous portion of our choice ·
Mozzarella ...................just 99¢

~12se~~~~~!=

•l!!-~:~···
Que Sirhan Sirhan,'
hatever will be will be

BIG
BUD
22 oz
BUD LT. ---------:.
LONG NECKS

I

14" Thin Crust Pizza
: fll»MONICAL'S
with Any
One Topping
of Your Choice
:
Starting at

from a farm . We had to put the
poor guy to sleep in order to do
our record jacket. We didn't put
him to sleep as in kill him; we
made him go to sleep for a little
while to take those pictures and
give him fame for the rest of his
life. I have no idea where he is
now. Probably pork chops or
whatever. He represents on that
cover a little baby pig flying
through the air, oh-so-innocent,
oh-so-clean. The record title,
"Que Sirhan Sirhan" is a take off
on Que Sera Sera.You think it
must be really beautiful and when
you put it on the turntable and
listen to record all of sudden it
grabs you by the throat and kicks
you in the ass ...we call it the old
switch-a-roo.

Oh, I don't know. Until I
have to go to detox.

HIS WEEKEND AT

I
I
I
I

EVERYDAY CARRY-OUT
AND DELIVERY SPECIALSI

How long do
you think you can
keep this up?

~

.

.
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r
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1 coupon per customer

1
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1505 18th St. Charleston

L

EXTENDED HOURS SUNDAY

10 a.m.- 10 p.m.

Tues.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.; Fri. and Sat. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.; Sun. 10-10 p.m. Closed Mon.

Your support has made Hong Kong House
Charleston's #1 choice for Chinese Cuisine! ·

.·.·
:··

WANTED: ART STUDEN~
HELP IN PRODUCT DESIGNS
BEING SUBMITTED TO LARGE
MARKETING CO. 348-8945,
MIKE.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/8

"MY SECRETARY"-RESUMES,
LETTERS, AND PAPERS. FOR
APPOINTMENT, CALL 3456807 AFTER 4 P.M.

The Daily Eastern
News cannot be responsible for more than one
day's incorrect insertion.
Report errors immediately at 581-2812. Acorrected ad will appear in
the next edition.
All classified advertising MUST meet the 2
p.m. deadline to
appear in the next day's
publication. Any ads
processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published
in the following day's
newspaper. Ads cannot
be canceled .AFI'ER the
2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must
be paid in advance. Only
accounts with established credit may be
billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily
Eastern News is subject
to approval and may be
revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern
News assumes no liability if for any reason it
becomes necessary to
omit an advertisement.

I
Help Wanted: Charleston
Subway is now accepting applications for DAY HELP. Must be
available two shifts, 9-3:30 any
two days, Mon.-Fri. Possible
weekend work. Apply in person,
Mon.-Fri. after 2 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1&12
ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS IN
THE FOLLOWING AREAS DUE
TO PROGRAM EXPANSION:
HABILITATION AIDES, HOUSEKEEPING/JANITORIAL STAFF,
ACTIVITIES STAFF, DIETARY
STAFF, AND SUPERVISORY
POSITIONS AT ALL LEVELS .
COMPETITIVE
SALARIES .
BENEFITS WHERE APPLICA·
BLE. APPLY IN PERSON AT 738
1BTH ST., 73B 1BTH ST., CHAS.,
ILEOE.
-------.,.---12110
Part-time farm help wanted.
Work around class schedule .
Call 946-4210 or 345-5154.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/14
$2B7.50. Sell 50 hilarious college
T-shirts-profit $2B7 .50. 22
designs include alcohol, safe sex,
misc .. A risk-free program. Call
now for free catalog 1-800-3043309.
_ _ _ _c.a10/8, 11,22,25,29;
Charleston Subway is now
accepting applications for night
help. Apply in person, Mon.-Fri.
after 2 p.m.

mm:;ImmilHll]lllEJlfIEfilIJllllllITITl]

Roommates Needed: large
house, close to campus. Own
room, share utilities. Rent negotiable. Call John at 34B-7923.
Leave message.

Female sublessor needed. Park
Place Apartments. Two roommates, own bedroom. Call 3485930 if interested.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ 10/11
WANTED : ONE BEDROOM,
FURNISHED APARTMENT TO
SUBLEASE FOR SPRING
SEMESTER. PLEASE CALL
KELLY AT 581-2604 AFTER
4:00 P.M. ANY DAY.

Dorm-size refrigerators for rent.
Carlyle Rentals, 820 Lincoln St.
348-7746. 9-5.

CLdf!UFIED
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OFFERED

TR.i.VEL
TR..llNING/fiMJHooLli

HELP W ilTED
W.i.NTED
..l.DoPTION

RmE11/RmEB11

WE ARE A YOUNG AND CAR·
ING COUPLE WHO WANT
NOTHING MORE THAN TO BE
PARENTS. WE CAN OFFER
SO MUCH TO A CHILD IF
GIVEN THE CHANCE. A LOVING HOME, EAGER GRANDPARENTS, SECURITY AND A
BRIGHT FUTURE. IF ADOP·
TION IS A THOUGHT FOR
YOU, PLEASE CALL MIM AND
RANDY. 1-B00-451-4573.

RooMM.l.TEli
fi!IIJBLEUOllM

FoRRENr
FOR M.1.LE
Lowr 4i FolJND
~OIJNCEME1W'l1ll

P.M.
WTW0-2
6 :00 News
6:30 Inside Edition
7:00 Against the Grain
7:30
8 :00 Secret of
8:30 Lake Success
9:00
9:30
10:00 News
· 10:30 Tonight

Apple 2e Microcomputer:
Reasonably priced, but good
working order. Call 345-2600.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/B

WAND-7 17

WCIA-3

ESPN-24

USA-26

LOST: GOLD LADIES PULSAR
WATCH.
POSSIBLY
IN
LUMPKIN HALL. IF FOUND,
CALL 34B-6047.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/11
Lost: 2 car keys on Paoli Ski
chain. Key chain is a gray ski
boot. If found , please call 5B 1•
B060.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/11
Found: One door key and one
alarm key on braided brown
leather key chain. Claim in Rm.
127 Buzzard Building.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/12
LOS~
MEASUREMENTS
BOOK IN MCAFEE 136 ON
10/4. CALL 5B1-2134 IF
FOUND. REWARD.

ROTARACT
SPAGHETTI
FUNDRAISER!
Oct.
10.
Delivered to your door, 4 p.m. • 8
p.m. Call 345-8676 to order.
LARGE PLATE OF SPAGHETTI
AND GARLIC BREAD! Proceeds
go to OFFICE OF DISABILITIES
at EIU.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/8
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RECREATIONAL SPORTS PICKLEBALL Doubles entry deadline is
today from 1-10 p.m. at the Intramural desk in the Student Recreation
Center Lobby.
THE COUNSELING CENTER will hold the workshop, "Breaking Up Is
Hard to Do," presented by Dr. Alice Sanders at 7 p.m. Oct. 11 in the
Effingham Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have night prayer at 9:30 p.m. at
the Newman Center.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have an over night Fall Retreat
which will leave at 5 p.m. from the Newman Center. The retreat is
expected to return from Springfield 10 p.m. Oct 9.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will celebrate mass at 11 a.m. and
4:30 p.m. Oct. 10 in the Coleman Auditorium.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a Knight's of Columb
meeting at 7 p.m. Oct. 10 in the Newman Center.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have a RCIA meeting at 8 p.m.
Oct. 1O at the Newman Center.
ROTARACT WILL MEET from 12-8 p.m. Oct. 10 at Immanuel Lutheran
Church. For more information call Kim at 345-8676.
LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL and Allies Union will hold a movie night
from 2-5 p.m. Oct 10 in the Booth Library Lecture Hall. The union
be showing some cartoons and the film "Glen or Glenda."
AHS TRIP TO Krannert will meet in the Booth Library parking lot
6:30 p.m. Oct 9. Those interested must have already signed up. Bri
pizza money.
NSSLHA'S BAKESALE WILL be from 9 a.m.-3 p.m. Oct. 11 in
Buzzard Building.
FULL GOSPEL FELLOWSHIP will meet tonight at 7 p .m. in th
Effingham Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. All
invited.
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will hold Sunday Morni
Worship at 10:30 a.m. Oct. 1O at the Christian Campus House beh
Lawson Hall.
FELLOWSHIP OF CHRISTIAN Athletes will meet at 7:45 p.m. Oct. 1
in the Lantz Gym Club Room. Everyone is welcome.
RECREATIONAL SPORTS CANNED food drive to support World F
Day is today. Can box is located in the Student Recreation Center.
donations go to Charleston Food Pantry.

•
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t•IOQtSUNCHASE

WILL-12

NO HOCUS POCUS, NO BIG
WORDS THAT MAKE NO
SENSE. JUST GREAT FOOD
DELIVERED TO YOU AS FAST
AS ONE CAN . . . COMIN'
STRAIGHT FROM THE JOEY'S
MAN. 345-2466.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/11
Rotaract
SPAGHETTI
FUNDRAISER!
Oct .
10.
Delivered to your door, 4 p.m. •
8 p.m. Call 345-B676 to order.
LARGE PLATE OF SPAGHETTI
AND
GARLIC
BREAD!
Proceeds go to Office of
Disabilities at EIU.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/8
SEND A BALLOON ANYWHERE IN THE USA! UP UP &
AWAY, 1503 7TH ST., 345-9462.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ca10/6,8

Please Note: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
NON-PROFIT event, i.e. bake sales or raffles. All Clips should be subm'
to The Daily Eastern News office by NOON one business day before
date of the event. Example: any event scheduled for Thursday should
submitted as a Campus Clip by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the dea
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadl
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that
illegible or contains conflicting information will not be published.

LIFE-38

Fox-8 55

DISC-33

WEIU-9 51

Mac & Mutley
Pet Connection

Ghost Writer

Andy Griffith
Sanford & Son
Movie: Chisum

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Cops

SportsCenter
Checkered Flag

Major Dad
Wings

Designing Women
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Unsolved
Mysteries

Roseanne
Cheers

Baseball Playoff

Family Matters
Boy Meets World

Off-Road Racing

Murder She
Wrote

Movie: Birth of
the Beatles

Washington Week
Wall Street Week

L.A. Law

Adventures of Brisco
County Jr.

Wildlife
Profiles of Nature

Little House

Movie:
Linda

Great Performances

Movie: High
Anxiety

X-Files

Fields of Armor
Firepower

Bonanza

News

Star Trek: The
Next Generation

Australian
Animals

News
EIU Connection

Unsolved
Mysteries

Chevy Chase

Wildlife
Profiles of Nature

Sneak Previews
Movie:

Step by Step
Mr.Cooper

To be Announced
News

Overture: East
Meets West in Music

Lumberjack Comp.
Horseracing

20/20
News
Married ...

SportsCenter

~

P.M.
WTW0-2
6:00 News
6:30 Hoosier Million.
7:00 Mommies
7:30 Cafe American
8:00 Empty Nest
8:30 Nurses
9:00 Sisters
9:30
10:00 News
1 0: 30 Sat. Night Live

19B5 Honda Elite 80cc Scooter.
$550.00 OBO. Call Tony at 345·
3419 and Leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/B
ALMOST
NEW
COACH
PURSE-CITY BAG STYLE .
COLOR-MAHOGANY. $100.
CALL 345-4428.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/8
Specialized Hard Rock sport
MTB w/lock and saddlebag. 3
mo. old. $350.00. Jason, #2035.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/B
Car stereos: Yamaha CD player,
$175; Kenwood CD player,
$150; Pioneer cassette, $100.
345-2494.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/B
Cable-Nelson spinet piano:
excellent condition, $950.00
Call 345-2927.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/B
PARENT'S WEEKEND:
4
FOOTBALL TICKETS, $9.50; 4
COSBY TICKETS, 6:30 SHOW,
$72.00. CALL STEPH, 581·
2449.

SCHOLARSHIP MONEY AVAILABLE!
$6.6
BILLION
UNCLAIMED LAST YEAR!
Recorded message gives
details. 345-2629, ext. 112.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/10
HELLO
DOLLY
featuring
antiques, unique vintage clothing, collectables & jewelry. 714
Monroe. Open TWR, 10-5 & FS
12-7.
_ _ _ _ _ ca10/1,B, 15,22,29
Costumes: Adult rentals, child
sales. Broadway Bazaare, 2354B44.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/29
Congratulations!! Lambda Chi
Alpha Football Team on finishing 5-0. Looking forward to the
playoffs. Who's next?? Lane
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/8

91 YAMAHA FZR600, 5700 Ml.,
FAST BIKE, $3700 OBO. 5B1·
2449, 774-5313.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/11
1 bedroom mobile home for
sale. Affordable and a good
investment, $2,000.00. Call
34B-0405 between 7-10 p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 10/15

Movie:
Pick-Up Summer

Night Court
Uptown Comedy

Being Served?
Movie

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIFE-38

Fox-8, 55

DISC-33

WEIU-9, 51

News
M'A"S"H

News
Fortune Hunt

Scoreboard
College Football:

Case Closed

Rich & Famous
Designing Women

Lawrence Welk

Movie in
Progress

Rosanne
Night Court

Mac& Mutley
lncred. Animals

Ascent of Man

Baseball Playoffs

Movie:
Three Fugitives

Florida at
Penn State

Movie: The
Jerk

Movie: The
lpcress File

Austin City
Limtts

Movie: Fatal
Image

Cops

Safari

New Country
Video

Front Page

Secrets of the

Movie: Night
of the Living

Movie: Charade

Deep

To be Announced
News

Silk Stalkings

Kung Fu: The
Legend Continues

Justice Files

Scoreboard

Movie

Comic Strip
Live

Safari

SportsCenter

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

USA-26

Funniest Videos
Funniest People

NFL Primetime
Drag Racing

Movie: Linda

News
Highway Patrol

P.M.
WTW0-2
WCIA-3
6:00 I Wrtness Video
60 Minutes
6:30
7: 00 SeaQuest DSV
Baseball Playoffs
7:30
8:00 Movie: The Flood:
8:30 Who will save
9:00 ourchildren?
9:30
10:00 News
To be Announced
10:30 Night Court
News
..

Lois & Clark
Movie: Shameful
Secrets

Kung Fu: The
Legend Continues
'

~~

...

_

__,..

CFL Football

"· ..

Commish

Hidden Room

News

Auto Racing

SportsCenter

wcw
Wrestling
Movie: Missing
in Action2

Dead
Movie: Scandal

Movie: In Progress

Ghostwriter

Movie in progress

Brisco County Jr.

Nature of Things

Mcl.aughUn
Mcl.aughHn Group

Movie: The
Apple Dumpling

Nature

Movie: Four
Friends

Martin
Livi Si le

Natural World

Bix Jazz Festival
Best of N' httimes

Case Closed

Gang Rides Again

Masterpiece
Theatre

Married...
Daddy Dearest

Acts of Violence

Cousteau's World

Silk Stalkings

News
Replay

All Creatures

Thirtysomething

Star Trek:
Next Generation

First Platoon

Growing Old in a
New Age

Silk Stalkings

Night Court
To be Announced

May/December
Mysteryl

Comm. Prog.

Untouchables

Natural World

Ernie Kovacs
Drama Classics

Ten Fastest cars

·,.;

Movie: Perry
Mason

Network Earth
Comm. Prog.

SPAGHETTI
Sara Buhs: Fire up for tonight!
UNDRAISER!
Oct.
10.
You're my #1 kid! Sigma love,
·vered to your door, 4 p.m. Mom
·
I p.m. Call 345-8676 to order.
10/8
rge plate of spaghetti and
TRI SIGMAs: DON'T FORGET
garlic bread! Proceeds go to
TO WEAR PIN ATTIRE TODAY
Ollice of Disabilities at EIU.
IN HONOR OF THE INSTALLA=--c,---:-:---:-:----:-:---:-7."'""-1018 . TION. OF THE NEW CHAPTER
lchelle Kunkle: I liope you
IN FAIRBANKS ALASKA! GO
SIGMAS!
hive a better weekend! Let's do
lunch soon! A-phi love, Kelly.
1018
~.S. Get that sweatshirt·backl!
· Sarah Hoegger: Get psyched
~::----;-:;;---,;-;--=-T-7--:--:-1018 .. for tonight! I love my kiddo!
gan Kincaid: Tonight is the : Sigma luv, Mom
t you finally know who I am.
--------'--1018
excited for a night you won't
ALPHA GAM BABY SQUIRet. Have fun #1 kid. Sigma. RELSI KEEP UP THE GOOD
WORK. I AM SO PROUD!
, Mom
LOVE, BUCK
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1018
ASAs & DATES: Get ready for
the ~Shin Dig" tonight! See ya
all at barn dance at Spring
Haven! ·
1018

T~O,,..-,T-H~E-B~E~S~T-S~IG-M,-,--A-K~APPA

1018
.:::-::-l-:S::-:IG::-:M A=--=S-:-:IG::-:M A:--n-ew-mem: Fire up- for tonight! Phi Sig
, The Actives
7

A-MOM! HAPPY BIRTHDAY
ERIN! HAVE AN AWESOME
DAY AND CALL ME SOON.
LOV IN THE DOVE, MICHELLE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1018

7

SURPRISE YOUR fRIENDI

IOTAS: THIS IS IT! GRAB
THANK YOU TO ALL THE · TRI SIGMA NEW MEMBERS: . Tonya, Bridget, and Melissa,
YOUR- FLANNELS; I CAN'T
UMPIRES AND FRATERNITIES ·. Fl°RE UP F,OR THIS WE.E K- · Let's make the duration tonight!
WAIT TO -SEE YOU AT BARN
Roommies next semester. HOW
END! YOUR MOMS HAVE
WHO PARTICIPATED IN OUR
'BOUT THAT!! A-Phi l'ove,
DANC.E! ASA LOVE, KELLY H.
WORLD SERIES '93. THE 'BEEN WATCHING YOU! KEEP
.
1018
LADIES OF ALPHA SIGMA TAU
UP. THE GOOD WORK1 LOVE. STICK
WOULD LIKE TO INVITE THE ·-. THE ACTIVES!
.
-----~---1018
Hey Susannah Nolan!! Happy
WINNER OF THE SERIES TO ..
. .
1018
KICK OFF THE WEEKEND AT
21st Birthday, Crazy lady! We're
EASTSIDE PACKAGE. COORS , going to ·h ave a great time
A 4 O'CLOCK CLUB TODAY.AT-: KATHY BUTLER: Thanx for_ the
DRY SIX P.K. $1.79. BUD, BUD ' tonight! We love you, Suz! Love,
MOM! LOVE, THE ASTs
'
• . HuG·sr I LOVE YA Grandma!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1018 : Love, your AGO grandchild
LIGHT 12 PK $5.99. MEISTER · Wendi, Nick, Irene, Erlene & the
. BRAU 24 ·PK $5.99. VODKA OR
WooBies
JOANNA: You're the BEST "Lil ·' Trace
GIN 750 ML $4.39. OLD STYLE .
1018
Sis ever! Your doing a great job! : ,
,
·· 1018
A.,..,...LP""H-A-..,,P-H-ls-:.,..H,.,,O-:P-:E,.-Y-0,,...,.,...U HAO
Delta Zeta love, Bobbie
. . ·_- · Deoi.se Bauer: My cute little Phi. LT. KEGS $33.50. CURBSIDE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,_· 1ota · daughter, get .psyi:hed to bake
A GREAT· WEEKI SEE YOU
KEG SERVLCE AT EASTSIDE
SUNDAY .AT 5:00 AT T.HE
PACKAGE, RT. 130 AT JACKKICK OFF THE WEEKEND- AT _-· to get that book back! Love
. SON AVE. 345-5722.
HOUSEi
EASTSIDE PACKAGE. COORS · Kelly .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1018
DRY SIX PK. $1.79. BUD, BUD
1018
LIGHT 12 PK $5.99. MEISTER " Warren: I can't wait to see you
BRAU 24 PK $5.99, VODKA OR . · at Barn Dance tonight! Hope ·
GIN 750 ML $4.39. OLD STYLE;'' you look sexy ir;i ·flannel! ASA
If you're Interest~ in pursuing
LT. KEGS $33.50. CURBSIDE · 1ove, -~elly
, .
·a
career·in sales or would just
KEG SERVICE AT EASTSIDE
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1018
like to gain some valuable
PACKAGE, RT. 130 AT JACKANN ATKINS:· To my beautiful
' experience in the field, become
SON AVE. 345-5722.
Tri-Sigma daughte,r. I can't wait
,------..,....,..,.---...,..1018
until tonight. Your mom loves
an Advertising Representative
To the Ladies of Sigma Kappa:
you! Love, Mom
for The Dally Eastern News.
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
_
1018
Thanks for a wonderful evening
Hey Sig Eps and Dates: Get
on Wednesday. We all had a
great time! Love, the Men o·f
psyched for a great time at the
Applications available
Barn Dance tonight.
Delta Tau Delta.
in
North
Gym,
Buzzard Building.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1018
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1018

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PHOTO AND MESSAGE
In

The Dally E.astem News_
Deadline:
3 Full Days
Before
Ad ls to run

Doonesbury

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

MR. 8ifT75, IV 1-11<& 70 BE
A 6lAMCmtJ5 ~

WIN IN 7He 5l'll& OF

me C(JW80Y, PROUI?
/JN/? PHY51CAUY
FIT. ..

'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your "FoR SALE"
CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
*The 1 for $1 is available to any non-commercial
individual who wishes to sell an item or items (max.
of 3 items). All items must be priced.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __

Message: (one word per line)

Under Classification of: -----'Person accepting ad _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Composltor_ _ __

No. wordsfdays

Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

........

;

~

30 Ready to eat
31 Caulks the
1 Unresisting
cracks again
a Black leopard 33 Drives up the
15Unfolds
wall
18 Behind the
35 Walk in water
eight ball
HOnetogrow
t7 Most moist in
on?
the morning
37 Showed results
11 Sporting a tag
40Asawhole
19 Stage device
43 In a talented
manner
20 Card of the
future?
"4 Giants and A's
22 Advantage
4e "Younger - Springtime"
23 Wool: Comb.
form
47 Free of
24 Knee percher
48 Tell a whopper ·
25 Second word in 49Mythical
an anthem
monster
n River in Bavaria so African flower
sz Pooh's creator
21Yielded

55 Poker-faced
57 "The--,"
1983 Finney film
59 Authorize
&OMise-(stage setting)
81 Puts in office
again
82 Hates

DOWN

1 Cheap-jack
2 Par for the
course
3 Do an odd farm
chore?
4Fallfrom
grace
5"--Gota
Secret"
8 Sleeveless
garb
7 Conditions
a Did a conn job
9 Course for a
med. student
_.':1""':"1":-:1 10 Catch a crook
11 "Get - - to a
.;.,;+-;+-,+o""I
nunnery":
Hamlet
-.;~:f..::~=fllll"'"" 12 Does another
odd farm
chore?
~::.;+-=-+-~ 13 Classily clad
1• Some night
flights

~;;;.+o,+:,...,,,~t-!-1 21 Mandrel
..=..1.;.;.a..;..i.;;~............ 27 Duly equipped
28 Hollow area

43

47
50
55

59

n

All the cats
"°Did an editor's
job
41 "El Jaleo"
painter
42 Recalls at the
Met
45 Be under the
weather

29 Acheson and

Martin
30 Emulate the
· Pied Piper
32 - - Annie of
"Oklahoma!"
MA year in
McKinley's
Presidency
37 Orum major in
action
38Where
Eisenhower
grew up
............~~-~

.. ...,....,--

..
.,.,.

.........,..,...,

..............~

......

a1 Actress
McClurg
usundae
alternative
n Bird of merit?
M Verb suffix
MSchoolgp.
SI A direction in
Roma

. · HEALTH SlUDIES
Students who have ~ . foot traffic will be immediately cut ·
COMPETENCY EXAM
nud.s: that may require special free and impounded t>Y University
testing ·accommodations should · Police Dept.
· The first· Health Studies Competency Examination this semes- · contact Ms. Martha ·Jacques·,
All locks cut by University
Coordinator of Disability 5efvices
tenvil! i>e~ given _at.2:30 p.m. on
Pol'ce Dept. will be at the owner's
·
Tuesday, . November 2. This . (581-6583), atleast tounie8ks . expense. -·
.. '"·~· ..
prior t9 the test date. : : :
·examination aj)plie.s only to 11tud8ntS s&eking to graduate u!l<fer
: Students whose. native Ian:
Sgt. Ron Osborne, Direc;tor
.
a catalog Jl[ig(.to.-1992-93. Regis- guage is not English and who Parking Se!Vices .
. ter in person from. 11 .a.m. to 3
may need extra~~ or. the use of
p.m., Monday -through· Friday, at a biling1,1al dictionaefshould conREAPPLICATION FOR
the booth in the ·unton ~to{e . tact Dr. David Oodd,-Director of
.GRADUAnot_ij
Any :student who ha& applied
· Lounge . .rt.,t_h e booth !s clo~ed Te.sting Se·r vlces (581-5986t, at'
least four weeks· prior-to··the test : ' for.graduation for a· Mure semes·during tho$e hOurs,"go to Testing
ter or summer -term and: then
date. .
.
Services,. 202 $tudent .Services
SEATING IS LIMITED. REG- . finds thet he/she Wil~ be·graduat- .
Building. Bring a photo ID (driISTER AS EARLY AS PQSSI- ·. ing .at a different til!le 'M..U..SI
ver's license preferred) and-the
reapply for graduation in the
. $? fee: Registra~orr begins Octo- BLE JO ASSURE A SEAJ.
Records 'Office. There' is no addiber 13. Seating Is llmltad. Reg. later early to aaaure a seat_ ·
tion al charge for reapplying:
David K. Dodd, Director '
Testing· Services
Reapplications must be accoin~
Students who have ~
plished no ~ater than the pubnud.s: that may require special
SPRING REGISTRATION
1ished deadline of the new
testing -accommodations should
Students assigned to the Aca· contact Ms. Martha Jacques,
semeste~ or summer term when
he/she plans ·to graduate. For
Coordinator of Disability Services
demic Assistance Center must
t581-6583), at least four weeks make an appointment to register Spring Semester 1994 the .deadprior to the test date. ·
for the Spring, 1994 term. Stuline is Friday, January 21, 1994.
· You may take the Health Studdents assigned to the Center are
ies Competency Examination
all trestimen, pre-business majors John H. Conley, Registrar
only once.
and students who have not
declared or met admission
REPEATED COURSES
Students repeating courses
David K. Dodd, Director
requirements to their selected
majors. The appointment must be
Fall Semester 1993 and wanting
Testing Services
their grade point average recalcumade in person. PHONE CALLS
lated should complete the necesWRITING COMPETENCY
FOR APPOINTMENT DATES
EXAMINATION
WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. The
sary form in the Records Office,
Assistance Center is located in
To satisfy graduation requireRoom 119 Old Main.
Blair Hall, Room #100. Office
ments for the Bachelor's degree
hours are Monday through FriJohn H. Conley, Registrar
at Eastern Illinois University, you
must pass the Writing Competenday, 8:00 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
cy Examination. (See undergradSTUDENT GRADE REPORTS
At the close of each grading
Barbara-Jean Fening, Director
uate catalog.) Register to take
period, Student Grade Reports
Academic Assistance
this examination after you have
completed sixty semester hours
are mailed to the home addressBICYCLE PARKING
Ounior standing) and have com~ listed by the students-NQI
By University Regulations all
the local addresses. Please be
pleted the all-university English
bicycles shall be parked in bicycle
sure that you have requested a
requirement (typically English
1001 and 1002, or the equiva- racks provided. All bicycles change of address with Housing if
lent). The last examination this
there has been a change in your
parked in areas other than racks
provided will be subject to
semester will be given on Tueshome address to which grades
day, November 9. Beginning
impoundment and a $5.00 fine.
will be mailed.
Bicycles fastened to objects
September 28, register in person
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., Monday
other than racks provided shall be
John H. Conley, Registrar
through Friday, at the booth in the
subject to immobilization for 24
Union Bookstore Lounge. If the
hours .. Then if unclaimed within
GRADUATION REQUIREMENT
booth is closed during those
24 hours the bicycles will be cut
DEADLINE
hours, go to Testing Services,
tree and impounded by University
For a student to be considered
202 Student Services Building.
a Fall Semester 1993 graduate,
Police Dept.
Bring a photo ID (driver's license
Bicycles fastened to handrails
ALL graduation requirements
preferred) and $10 for the fee.
or In such a fashion as to Inhibit
must be met by 4:30 p.m. on Fri-

day, January 7, 1994. This
or any place. A hold on a studenfs
means any removals of incomrecord includes withholding grade
reports· and precludes readmisplete, ~anges of grad&s, or official transcripts of academic work · sion, registration, or graduation.
·from other institutions M..U..SI
reach the Reeords Office. by !hat John H.'Conley, Registrar
date. .If· _
a ll require~nts are not .
met, the student. should reapply
CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Students who plan to take any
for graduation for Spring Semeswork by correspondence frotn
ter 1994 no later than Friday,
January 21, 1994. ·
some other college/university
MUSI have that course approved
in the Records Office prior to·
.'John H. Conley,'Registtar
enrolling for the course. Students
should ask to see Mrs. Evans or
· UNCLEAR RECORDS
Ms. Harvey to discuss work by
The academic records .for students who . ha_
v e outstanding
correspondence.
·obligations with such departJohn H. Conley, Registrar
ments ·as Booth Library, Athletic
Department, Textbook Rental
Service; Financial Aid, Chemistry · . INTERNSHIP OR FIELDWORK
All Leisure Studies majors or
Department, Security, Housing,
minors planning to take their
etc. will be marked unclear. Each
internship or fieldwork during the
student should check with all
Spring or Summer Semester
departments to clear all obliga1994 must attend the following
tions prior to semester or summer
meeting: Tuesday, October 12,
term breaks and/or leaving the
1993-5:00 p.m., McAfee 137.
University permanently.
Official transcripts for any stuDorotha Johnson
dent with an unclear record will be
Internship/Fieldwork Coordinator
withheld and not sent to any one

SEMINARS
October 11: Successful I
viewing Techniques, Char1est
Mattoon Rooms, 4:00 p.m. - 4·
p.m.
.
October 12: Resumes a
Cover Letters · Made Eaa ,
Charleston/Mattoon Rooms, 4.
p.m. - 5:20 p.m. · .
Shiriey A. Stewart, Director
Career Planning & Placema
CentE)r
MOCK TRIAL INFORMATION
If you wish to apply to enroll
MOCK TRIAL for the Sprl
Semester of 1994, the deadline

OCT 22, 1994. ·
For applications come to
locations: WED, CH 207, at
PM, or THURS, CH 205, at 4:
PM.
For additional informatio
please call any of these num

581-5675, 581-8060, 581or 581-6220.
Peter R. Leigh
Pre-Law Advisor

Don't put it off until
the last minute!
Get your resume done

NOW!
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS offers a

resume service to the faculty, staff
and students of Eastern.
Call 581-2812 and make your
appointment TODAY!

Now you can go to the library·
witliout leavmg your room ·
Interactive programs on CD-ROM
cover every subjectfrom politics to physiology.
Arlfl they inrorporate sound, animation, music - - - - - - - and video dips. So ordinary topics become
more e:xdting, involving and relevant.

Bring your papers, projects andpresentations to
--------- life by incorporating photos. clip art and a huge variety
--------ofl)peJonis-all available on CD-ROM.

Because a singleCD-ROM disc stores more
information than 500 floppy dis~, you'll he able to
---instantly aa:ess encyclopedias, dictionaries and - - - extensive databases- all with the click ofa mouse.

/

Plug in a pair ofself-powered
speakers and the CD-ROM drive plays audio
CDs loo :_so you can work away,
while listening to yourfavorite music.
We'll even help you start
your own CD-ROM library. Buy the
Macintosh Centris 610 now, andyou'll
also receive the CD-ROM gift pack:
two discs that include an electronic
encyclopedia, a dictionary, interactive
rock.videos, music for your audio
CDplayer and more (worth $327').

CD-ROM technology brings vast new
capabilities to the desktop. Wbich is why, soon,
more and more computers will include a CD-ROM
drive. Buy one, andyou're making an
investment that wilt last you welt into thefuture.
Apple Macintosh Centris '" 610
8/2?/) with CD·ROM. Macin1osb Color
Display and Apple Extended Keyboard II.

CD-ROM technology puts libraries of information at your finger- our CD gift pack. VISit your Apple Campus Reseller today. While you're
tips, and enables you to work with sound, video and animation. Buy there, ask about financing with the Apple~ Computer Loan~ And 'the Macintosh Centris"' 610 with CD-ROM drive, and you'll also receive discover the power of Macintosh~ The .power to be your best~
I

Union Bookstore
217/581·5'821
"
·· ··~

........

ti.

